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BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 41106
Call No : 005.13 KUS-D

Gain the fundamentals of x86 64-bit assembly language
programming and focus on the updated aspects of the
x86 instruction set that are most relevant to application
software development. This book covers topics including
x86 64-bit programming and Advanced Vector
Extensions programming. The focus in this second
edition is exclusively on 64-bit base programming
architecture and AVX programming. Modern X86
Assembly Language Programming’s structure and
sample code are designed to help you quickly
understand x86 assembly language programming and
the computational capabilities of the x86 platform. After
reading and using this book, you’ll be able to code
performance-enhancing functions and algorithms using
x86 64-bit assembly language and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 40804
Call No : 005.74 KOI-K

Learn advanced analytical techniques and leverage
existing tool kits to make your analytic applications
more powerful, precise, and efficient. This book
provides the right combination of architecture, design,
and implementation information to create analytical
systems that go beyond the basics of classification,
clustering, and recommendation. Pro Hadoop Data
Analytics emphasizes best practices to ensure coherent,
efficient development. A complete example system will
be developed using standard third-party components
that consist of the tool kits, libraries, visualization and
reporting code, as well as support glue to provide a
working and extensible end-to-end system. The book
also highlights the importance of end-to-end, flexible,
configurable, high-performance data pipeline…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38672
Call No : 155.849483 MIS-R

The key to the upliftment of the Adivasi community is a
deep understanding of their culture, psychological
resources and cognitive strengths. Ecology, Culture and
Human Development: Lessons for Adivasi Education
presents a comparative analysis of the cultural and
cognitive dimensions of various communities in Canada,
Ghana, China and India, and seeks answers from this
analysis for Adivasi education. It debunks the myths of
low intelligence and inferior cognitive capacity of the
Adivasi community, and emphasizes the remarkable
performance of Adivasi children when assessed in terms
of their ecological and cultural contexts. Extensively
illustrated and containing substantive data on all
relevant aspects of human development, this book is a
much-desired addition to the literature on this…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 39928
Call No : 158.1 MOH-J

This is a book extremely useful for School children who
are practicing to take up the international Science
Olympiad examinations. A large number of questions
which helps the children to hone their basic learning and
application of basic knowledge is provided. Life is a gift.
This gift should be celebrated. During the course of life,
we encounter various experiences with equanimity. This
is easier said than done, but now impossible to achieve.
Normally, age and experience of life mellow people
down to acceptance. It is but natural for the youth to
react quickly to everything. Today, the pace of life has
become faster than earlier, thanks to the growth in
technology and globalization. With challenges changing
every second, there is very little time on the hands of
today’s youth to pause and reflect. As a result even …



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38441
Call No : 305.4209 MOR-S

The Feminist History Reader gathers together key
articles, from some of the very best writers in the field,
that have shaped the dynamic historiography of the
past thirty years, and introduces students to the major
shifts and turning points in this dialogue. The Reader is
divided into four sections: early feminist historians'
writings following the move from reclaiming women's
past through to the development of gender history the
interaction of feminist history with ‘the linguistic turn’
and the challenges made by post-structuralism and the
responses it provoked the work of lesbian historians
and queer theorists in their challenge of the
heterosexism of feminist history writing the work of
black feminists and postcolonial critics Third World
scholars and how they have laid bare the…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37192
Call No : 306.0973 BRI-S

In this revelatory narrative covering the years 1967 to
2017, Steven Brill gives us a stunningly cogent picture of
the broken system at the heart of our society. He shows
us how, over the last half century, America’s core values
meritocracy, innovation, due process, free speech, and
even democracy itself have somehow managed to
power its decline into dysfunction. They have isolated
our best and brightest, whose positions at the top have
never been more secure or more remote. The result has
been an erosion of responsibility and accountability, an
epidemic of shortsightedness, an increasingly hollow
economic and political center, and millions of Americans
gripped by apathy and hopelessness. By examining the
people and forces behind the rise of big-money
lobbying, legal and financial…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 32763
Call No : 306.850954 SHA-A

This volume brings together the seminal contributions of
the sociologist professor a m shah to the study of the
household and family in India the household dimension
of the family in India was widely regarded as a landmark
study when it first appeared in 1973 it combines micro
and macro perspectives, and offers a rigorous critique of
the stereotype of the decline of the joint family under
conditions of industrial modernization this book
continues to be used as a principal text in many family
and kinship courses in sociology departments across the
country it is reproduced here with the original foreword
by m n Srinivas and the original annotated bibliography
the family in India: critical essays, first published in
1998, covers a wide range of theoretical,
methodological, substantive and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38802
Call No : 338.04 ROP-S

Entrepreneurs exist in every country but the nature and
level of entrepreneurial activity differs remarkably. Why
is this? What shapes the level of entrepreneurial activity
in each country? What defines entrepreneurial activity?
As more and more teaching and research into
entrepreneurship reflects its often international nature,
the need for literature reflecting this grows. This concise
new textbook provides an introduction to topics in
entrepreneurship in a global context; focusing on how
enterprise works across the world. Important topics
such as financing, innovation and (anti) social enterprise
are discussed in detail throughout the text and examples
and case studies are used to illustrate the application of
different theoretical and conceptual approaches to
entrepreneurship and the role it plays in…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 39299
Call No : 363.325101 TIW-P

The shocking blasts of Malegaon and Samjhauta were
projected as 'saffron terrorism'. A new theory, terrorist
attacks were tainted as such till, a few years later,
Kasab's confession offered solid proof of Pakistan's role
in the 26/11 attacks. Though the police had concluded a
Pakistani hand for the earlier blasts, it was saffron
terrorism which prevented the perpetrators of these
attacks from being brought to justice. As a theory,
saffron terrorism is not just hurting Hindus sentiments
but is also an obstacle to fight real terrorism sponsored
by Pakistan and Islamic states. The term was coined by
the erstwhile UPA government to garner minority votes
and manipulate the vote bank. After all, why were the
Malegaon-accused SIMI activists let off? Why did certain
politicians declare not to oppose their…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 36657
Call No : 519.52 GRI-I

This book introduces the applications, theory, and
algorithms of linear and nonlinear optimization, with an
emphasis on the practical aspects of the material. Its
unique modular structure provides flexibility to
accommodate the varying needs of instructors, students,
and practitioners with different levels of sophistication
in these topics. The succinct style of this second edition
is punctuated with numerous real-life examples and
exercises, and the authors include accessible
explanations of topics that are not often mentioned in
textbooks, such as duality in nonlinear optimization,
primal-dual methods for nonlinear optimization,
filtering methods, and applications such as support-
vector machines. This book is primarily intended for use
in linear and nonlinear optimization courses…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37743
Call No : 530.41 ZIM-J

Professor Ziman’s classic textbook on the theory of
solids was first published in 1964. This paperback
edition is a reprint of the second edition which was
substantially revised and enlarged in 1972. The value
and popularity of this textbook is well attested by
reviewers’ opinions and by the existence of several
foreign language editions including German Italian
Spanish Japanese Polish and Russian. The book gives a
clear exposition of the elements of the physics of
perfect crystalline solids. In discussing the principles
the author aims to give students an appreciation of the
conditions which are necessary for the appearance of
the various phenomena. A self-contained mathematical
account is given of the simplest model that will
demonstrate each principle. A grounding in quantum…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37803
Call No : 539.725 BIG-I

Why didn't the matter in our Universe annihilate with
antimatter immediately after its creation? The study of
CP violation may help to answer this fundamental
question. This book presents theoretical tools necessary
to understand this phenomenon. Reflecting the
explosion of new results over the last decade, this
second edition has been substantially expanded. It
introduces charge conjugation, parity and time reversal,
before describing the Kobayashi Maskawa theory for CP
violation and our understanding of CP violation in kaon
decays. It reveals how the discovery of B mesons has
provided a new laboratory to study CP violation with KM
theory predicting large asymmetries, and discusses how
these predictions have been confirmed since the first
edition of this book. Later chapters describe the…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38287
Call No : 540 TRO-N

A Molecular Approach presents core concepts without
sacrificing rigor, enabling students to make connections
between chemistry and their lives or intended careers.
Drawing upon his classroom experience as an award-
winning educator, Professor Tro extends chemistry to
the student’s world by capturing student attention with
examples of everyday processes and a captivating
writing style. Throughout this student-friendly text,
chemistry is presented visually through multi-level
images that help students see the connections between
the world around them, the atoms and molecules that
compose the world, and the formulas they write down
on paper. The 3rd Edition improves upon the hallmark
features of the text and adds new assets Self
Assessment Quizzes, Interactive Worked Examples and...



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37793
Call No : 551.48011 WHE-H

Arid and semi-arid regions are defined as areas where
water is at its most scarce. The hydrological regime in
these areas is extreme and highly variable, and they face
great pressures to deliver and manage freshwater
resources. However, there is no guidance on the decision
support tools that are needed to underpin flood and
water resource management in arid areas. UNESCO
initiated the Global network for Water and
Development Information for arid lands, and arranged a
workshop of the world's leading experts to discuss these
issues. This book presents chapters from contributors to
the workshop, and includes case studies from the
world's major arid regions to demonstrate model
applications, and web links to tutorials and state-of-the-
art modelling software. This volume is a valuable…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38243
Call No : 570 BEL-C

Colleen Belk and Virginia Borden Maier have helped
students understand biology for more than twenty years
in the classroom and over ten years with their popular
text, Biology: Science for Life. The thoroughly revised
Fifth Edition engages students with new storylines that
explore high-interest topics such as binge drinking,
pseudoscience, and study drugs. The book helps
students develop scientific skills using new Working
With Data figure legend questions and addresses
common misconceptions with Sounds Right, But Is It?
discussions in each chapter. This edition also offers a
wealth of new “Flipped Classroom” activities and other
resources to help professors enliven their classes and to
help students assess their understanding of biology
outside of class. MasteringBiology is an online…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 34220
Call No : 621.398 LI-J

Written by the pioneers of Flash-OFDM, arguably the
first commercially developed OFDMA-based mobile
broadband system in the world, this book teaches
OFDMA from first principles, enabling readers to
understand mobile broadband as a whole. The book
examines the key requirements for data-centric mobile;
how OFDMA fits well with data networks; why mobile
broadband needs to be IP-based; and how to bridge
communications theory to real-world air interface
design and make a good system choice between
performance and complexity. It also explores the future
of wireless technologies beyond conventional cellular
architecture. One of the key challenges faced by
newcomers to this field is how to apply the wireless
communications theory and principles to the real…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 35146
Call No : 621.406 RAN-A

Structural dynamics of turbo machines presents a
detailed and comprehensive treatment of structural
vibration evaluation of turbo-machines. Starting with
the fundamentals of the theory of vibration as related to
various aspects of rotating machines, the dynamic
analysis procedures of a broad spectrum of turbo-
machines is covered. An in-depth procedure for
analyzing the torsional and flexural oscillations of the
components and of the rotor-bearing system is
presented. The latest trends in design and analysis are
presented, chief among them. Blade and coupled disk-
blade modes of vibration. Dynamic instability, non-linear
phenomena, their causes and consequences. Methods
to control rotor-to-stator clearance and improving
operating efficiency. Experimental techniques and…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37470
Call No : 621.815 RAG-K

Design of Machine Elements II for Sixth Semester of
VTU, Karnataka is written in accordance with
Visvesvaraya Technological University syllabus for sixth
semester students of mechanical engineering course.
The book is concise and concepts can be easily
understood. Different approaches have been discussed
in detail to solve similar problems. At the end of each
unit, 20 VTU question papers are given for the students
as exercise problems, a few of these are solved. Another
popular CBS book Design Data Handbook for Mechanical
Engineers fourth edition by Mahadevan Balaveera
Reddy has been used as reference in preparing the
material of this book. Features of this book include,
Follows a simple approach. Presents a collection of 20
VTU question papers at the end of each…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 37444
Call No : 628.5015 BHA-S

An attempt has been made in this book to introduce
scientific monitoring development of standards and
their present position as well as different methods for
pollution abatement. Basic knowledge about
environmental chemistry and pollution is absolutely
essential for any scientist or engineer anywhere in the
world. Any research and development project or any
technological innovation have to be planned and
executed by scientists and engineers. Basic knowledge
about environmental chemistry and pollution is
absolutely essential for any scientist or engineer
anywhere in the world. Any research and development
project or any technological innovation have to be
planned and executed by scientists and engineers. Any
such enterprise will have to get prior clearance from…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38967
Call No : 629.8 GOL-F

A complete toolkit for teaching, learning and
understanding the essentials concepts of Automatic
Control Systems. This edition introduces the concept of
Control Lab, which includes two classes of experiments:
SIM Lab and LEGO Lab. These experiments are intended
to supplement or replace, the experimental exposure of
the students in a traditional undergraduate control
course and will allow these students to do their work
within the MATLAB and Simulink environment even at
home. This cost-effective approach may allow
educational institutions to equip their labs with a
number of LEGO test beds and maximize student access
to the equipment at a fraction of the cost of currently
available control-systems experiments. Alternatively, as
a supplemental learning tool, students can take…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 35942
Call No : 649.1 GOT-A

Should babies sleep alone in cribs, or in bed with
parents? Is talking to babies useful, or a waste of time?
A World of Babies provides different answers to these
and countless other childrearing questions, precisely
because diverse communities around the world hold
drastically different beliefs about parenting. While
celebrating that diversity, the book also explores the
challenges that poverty, globalization and violence pose
for parents. Fully updated for the twenty-first century,
this edition features a new introduction and eight new
or revised case studies that directly address
contemporary parenting challenges, from China and
Peru to Israel and the West Bank. Written as imagined
advice manuals to parents, the creative format of this
book brings alive a rich body of knowledge that…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 38108
Call No : 658.4012 GHO-B

Business Environment is a comprehensive textbook
specially designed for the students of business
management. It takes an application-based approach to
explain the concepts of business environment with the
help of examples, exhibits, and case studies. The book
is divided into eight parts. Part one includes the
overview of business environment and discusses
diverse environments such as sociocultural, legal,
political, and economic. Part two delves into the issues
related to social governance and business environment.
Part three discusses topics related to economic
planning and development environment. Part four
focuses on macroeconomic policies such as money
market, capital market, inflation, monetary and credit
policy, fiscal policy, and so on. Part five delves into…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 39313
Call No : 692.3 GAM-M

The manual covers the curriculum requirements of civil
engineering and architecture students at both degree
and diploma levels and is intended to develop in the
reader the ability to conduct tests on building and
construction materials systematically. The tests provided
in the manual will also be a helpful guide to both
students of civil engineering and as well as the field
engineers for day-to-day reference and the contractors
engaged in construction work for reference. The
experiments are described in a manner to enable the
readers to first get acquainted with the basics of the
material and then move on to the test procedure. Step
by step procedures are provided for conducting the
tests. Viva voice questions provided with each
experiment. Equipment's required for each test are in…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 35260
Call No : 950.089943 POO-I

For almost a millennium until the beginning of the
twentieth century, Turkish rulers and military
commanders controlled vast stretches of Islamic lands.
While these rulers dominated lands far and wide from
Algeria in the west to Bengal in the east, reaching up to
the Volga region in the north and Yemen in the south
Turkish scholars, theologians, jurists, poets and other
literary figures significantly influenced the Islamic world
and its culture. Highlighting the political and cultural
history of the Turks not only within the context of the
Indian subcontinent, where they laid the foundation of
one of the world’s biggest empires in the form of the
Mughal Empire, but also within the context of Central
and West Asia this outstanding work of collective
scholarship moves beyond conventional frames of…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 41739
Call No : FICTION GAZ-L

The holy Prophet received his revelations from the
Creator at forty. Which meant that even in the eyes of
Allah, ‘forty’ held some special meaning. Something
special happened at forty, something special was going
to happen. For the sisters Lovely and Beauty, home is a
cage. Their mother Farida Khanam never lets them out
of her hawk-eyed gaze. Leesa Gazi’s Hellfire opens with
Lovely's first ever solo expedition to Gausia Market on
her fortieth birthday. There will be many firsts for her
today, but she mustn’t forget the curfew Farida Khanam
has ordained. As Lovely roams the streets of Dhaka, her
mother’s carefully constructed world begins to unravel.
The twisted but working arrangements of a fragile
household begin to assume a macabre quality as the day
progresses. Told in stark, taut prose, this grisly tale of…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 41726
Call No : FICTION SUB-R

Please help me, my wife is trying to kill me. When
police officers Meera Dixit and Aditya Sachdev
investigate a panicked midnight phone call, they are
drawn into the unhappy story of a couple a woman
slowly losing her grip on sanity and her husband living in
constant fear of death. As they delve deeper, the officers
realise that this case is more knotted than anything
they’ve dealt with before. Is Tanvi Acharya really sick?
What caused Rohit’s insomnia? Do deeper secrets lie
below the surface? As they try to make sense of the
sinister goings-on in the house, Dixit and Sachdev hurtle
towards a shocking revelation that they are not
prepared for. These books as a series of short plot
oriented, fast paced novellas that are the book
equivalent of caffeine for an exhausted…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 41748
Call No : FICTION ZAI-S

It's been three years since Shahwaz Ali Mirza and
Vikrant Singh foiled dreaded terrorist Munafiq's attempt
to leak State secrets from a naval server in
Lakshadweep. Now posted with RAW, they have the task
of providing security for BSF Special Director General
Somesh Kumar, on his way to visit former Prime
Minister Parmeshwar Naidu, who has been hospitalized
after a car accident. However, Kumar's convoy is
attacked by terrorists. They manage to kill him before
being gunned down themselves. A tip-off leads the duo
to a hotel on Mira Road where the prime suspect, Al
Muqadam, is hiding. Vikrant recognizes him as Ayyub,
the brother of one of his long-time informants, Mazhar
Khan. Just when it looks like things can't get more
difficult, Major Daniel Fernando gets in touch claiming…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 31118
Call No : 597.9 KAY-A (Young Learners)

This hugely successful series is now available in a new
smaller flexi format. From cover to cover beautifully
detailed artwork will mean that even the most reluctant
of readers will be totally absorbed by the fun activities,
such as projects and quizzes. Humorous cartoons add a
lighter touch, while the wealth of perfectly pitched
information reads clearly and fluently. This series really
is the perfect introduction to these fascinating subjects.
100 things you should know about reptiles &
amphibians will introduce children to a world of giant
crocodiles and flying frogs. Young minds will be amazed
by fascinating facts about how these adaptable animals
survive. Exactly 100 numbered facts and detailed
illustrations draw young readers irresistibly from cover
to cover, while cartoons throughout the book add an…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 31657
Call No : 531.11 NEL-R (Young Learners)

Simple text introduces how different objects move, in
different patterns and in different speeds, when pushed
or pulled. In the first step non-fiction forces and motion
series you can find out about forces and motion. Learn
all about the ways things move with fun facts and
exciting pictures. You will discover how trains move,
how a wheel moves and what moves slowly and what
moves fast. A cheetah can run faster than any other
animal on land. A snail is one of the slowest animals on
land. Racing cars are driven on a tract that is like a
circle. In some races, the cars are driven around the
tract about two hundred times. Some animals run in a
zigzag pattern to escape danger. Rabbits and deer run
left and right to confuse whatever is chasing them. This
is also makes it hard to follow them. Forces make
things move in different…



BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus

Acc. No : 31851
Call No : FICTION BLY-E (Young Learners)

Join Twiddle the gnome on his search for his grumpy
runaway donkey Kick-up. Find out what happens when
the rocking-horse, teddy and all the other toys come
alive. And laugh at Twisty the Brownie as he learns the
hard way why it's unwise to pull nasty faces. Ideal for
bedtime, reading aloud or alone, these magical short
stories for 5-8 year-olds will enchant a new generation
of children. Enid Blyton has been delighting readers for
more than seventy years with her endless summers of
fun, adventure and magic. Enid's best-loved characters
include Noddy the wooden boy, Timmy the dog from
The Famous Five and the mischievous twins Pat and
Isabel O'Sullivan from the much-loved boarding school
series St Clare's. This edition contains the original…




